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How does the brain function when a person is in 
love?  

Indra Awasthi 
Manipal university Jaipur 

Abstract: This article identifies the nature of love and some of its conscientious and political implications. It is a question to the 
thinker, 'What is love?'Many problems arise. Love is an ideational noun. That is, for some people, it is a word that is not 
connected to reality or sensibly. For others, it shows our existence, ourselves and the world, is irreversibly affected after we 
"refer to love". Some are trying to analyse it, others prefer to leave it as an inefficient area  
But it is undeniable that love plays a huge and inevitable role in our different cultures. We see it discussed with humour and 
seriousness in songs, films and novels. It is a constant theme of maturity in life and a vibrant theme for young people. 
Philosophically, the nature of love has been at the heart of philosophy since ancient Greece, from the materialistic concept of 
love as a purely physical phenomenon (the animal or genetic motif that governs our behaviour) to theory. That moment Love as 
an intense spiritual entity, to the highest degree, allows us to come into contact with divinity. Historically, in the Western 
tradition, Plato's Feast presents the original text to provide us with a very influential and compelling idea that love is 
characterized by several levels. To love. This is also overcome by what can be explained by the theological view of love the 
research sends sexual attraction and reciprocity. Since then, there have been various alternative theories, including Plato’s 
critics and advocates of love, Plato's disciple Aristotle, and his more mundane theory of true love. It reflects what he described as 
"two bodies and one soul". The philosophical treatment of love covers a variety of disciplines, including epistemology, 
metaphysics, religion, humanity, politics and ethics. Often, for example, statements or discussions about love, its nature and, its 
role in human life refer to one or all of the central theories of philosophy and are compared or considered in the context of 
philosophical sex. And not just sex, but the body as well. It is intentional. The mission of the philosophy of love is to present 
relevant issues in a targeted way, based on relevant theories such as human nature, desire and morality.  
The research concludes that biological, mind and ideology stand significant for the analysis of love. Nonetheless, additional 
study is preferred for differentiating that what actually is and how this knowledge can be applied in everyday life. With the 
divorce rate on the rise and the idea of a changing marriage during present time community, significance for researching a 
theory in affection can’t be ignored. In this study, as a community, we can understand its importance for human love and 
survival.  
Keywords: Physical, Mental, affection, intercourse, divorce, serotonin, oxytocin, Oedipus complex, Electra complex, ideology, 
soul mate, neurotransmitter, dopamine, odour, psychosexual   

I. PREFACE 
A. Why we should Understand Love?  
A belief for love has existed surveyed all over the annals. The philosopher asked qualms like "What is love?" Wherefore why 
perform love?" From the onset of the eternity. These problems are still occurring today, possibly in a more miserable manner. When 
the children were inexperienced, a fairy saga about Prince Charming saving a helpless princess was read, and it seems that two rode 
the twilight and experienced "eternal joyfulness." Nonetheless, "and they have lived happily ever since" is not completely explained. 
Will the prince and princess get walked down the aisle, have offspring, and prosper aged concurrently? Or will they fall in love after 
getting married, having children, and separated a periodic years later? Are they delighted and passionate about, or are they 
concurrently out of suspicion of loneliness? The ratio appears stable, but many marriages still end up in divorce.  
Currently,  
Americans for divorce reform estimate: Then the question is, not just “what is love”.   
To reply these issues, we need to look at the idea of love from numerous aspects in. Is love just a physical reaction? Are people 
concurrently because the brain is up regulated in response to secreted hormones? Or could be a desire to be with a psychological 
need? Perhaps the couple "knows" and fears the and has been unable to adapt to the resulting changes and uncertainties. Is still 
married? After all, is it the "nature" of affection, an impression and opinion for affection that gives rise to species need to stay 
together?  
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This article examines the physical, mental, and as on cable characteristics for affection for the study, sexual companions or pairs are 
of the opposite sex. But home quality is just as profitable or significant. A term" marriage" refers, the union for men & women, & 
divorce studies include couples of men and women. The survey in this article contains numerous publications, manuscripts, & 
conferences of various partners in the educational society of University of Lucknow.  
  
B. Physical: Neurotransmitter Guilt  
When a couple first meets, the attraction quickly becomes. People describes encounter, "impact on the system "alternatively" 
electrical." the man perhaps tell," Everything else in the room disappears, I can only see her." A girl can mumble, "When I gazed all 
over a space lay the first stone as I could not snatch my stares off when my gazes stumble over him. Love at first sight? Or is it just 
a biological reaction? In fact, Study found that people change their eyes when they see what they want."Looking into the eyes of 
lover is like looking into the fire ... Thanks to the injection of adrenaline, the palms of the hands sweat, the breath becomes 
shallower, the skin becomes warm and the pupils dilate. Emotional processing, burning. Of activity, simultaneously dopamine, the 
neurotransmitter "sense" involved in passion and addiction, and oxytocin, the hormone involved in binding (Pincot, ). Since all these 
processes occur simultaneously, it isn’t a shocking to know which pupil actually violates just as soon as it focuses upon the desired 
object. Yonder can further more there are evolutionary reason why men are attracted to women with larger pupils. "Guy like the 
great outdoors Students...large pupils are a sign of the male subconscious of youth, childbirth, and receptivity, as they are a sign of 
excitement and receptivity, and a sight to behold.  
(Picotte, 8).   
To understand the brain's response to love, we need to examine the brain to fully understand the multitude of structures involved. 
One of the main structures involved in romance is the limbic system. Certain systems are known as the part of the brain involved in 
emotional responses. The limbic system is actually made up of associative structures, including the basal ganglia, thalamus, and 
hypothalamus. All of these structures are important, but the hypothalamus is directly involved in sexual behaviour and function. By 
combining these two important functions, we can see how the limbic system plays an important role in romance. Study undoubtedly 
concluded that a person reacts systemically when they feel a desire. As mentioned earlier, adrenaline is released when you get close 
to the object you want. The response, perspire, expanded eye and heightened compassion velocity of just as by which species 
explain an emotion & enthusiasm for falling and having infatuation.   
In addition to adrenaline, when a person is "lightened by lightning", many other chemical reactions are released. His tamine, pitocin, 
dopastat, & pitressin exist and are significant just as soon as glancing in an intellectual's riposte for affection. Serotonin protein 
elicited in hypothesis & hypothalamus. A "feel promising chemicals" It acts while a pain reliever & calming. Serotonin occurs 
further more discharged throughout sex. These hormones contribute  
"happy, calm" effects that occur instantly succeeding ejaculation. Eventually, serotonins discharged from flicker .So the mama's 
whiff calm baby's weeping." For example, endorphins can induce feelings of euphoria and pain relief". When a couple say "I fell 
in love", I explain the fascinating euphoria.  
Pitocin known for associated with feelings of “closeness” after sex. This could explain why statistically women tend to "fall" more 
for men. The feelings after the release of Oxytocin are filled with love. It has been surmised, the oxytocin furthermore involved in a 
discharge for various internal secretion with in a torso as it is released during physical contact such as" stroking, hugging, hugging, 
kissing, having sex" (Pincott, 1)...Indeed, "oxytocin works in tandem with  other neurotransmitters such as testosterone ... Oxytocin 
also affects the way the pleasant neurotransmitters dopamine and no repine phrine affect the brain's rewards. It may affect" (Pincot,1 
5) . When different amounts of internal secretion and gaba is secreted, a torso the person affiliate the sentiment of affection. That's 
where for you can "stick" to a partner who   isn't a good partner at all. Though the person consciously realizes the individual subsist 
not well matched, the neurotransmitter influx can cause the brain to mistakenly believe that another person gracious.   
Female love pampering themselves succeeding intercourse, but male barely desire for a nap. It occurs as a famous "truth"   
Yet strangely, these are certainly physical justifications of longing. "Women have more estrogen, and estrogen makes oxytocin 
receptors more sensitive, so women are more sensitive to the effects of oxytocin than men.   
(Pincot, 16). Now we have a physical justification of this evidence. The monoamine neuro transmitter serotonin fiddles an important 
function in formation of temptation.  Serotonin has many numerous functions within a torso, encompassing" involvement in fine 
muscle movements, associating emotions with thoughts, participating in decision making, and stimulating lower areas of the body". 
The medulla secretes internal secretion (gender, pituitary, suprarenal-glands)is important for love due to emotional and thought 
involvement and, biologically speaking, stimulation of the hypothalamus where dopamine secretes hormones Interestingly, a 
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decrease in dopamine is Parkinson's disease and depression Associated with both diseases, increased serotonin prevails correlated 
plus aberrant & lunacy Dopamine In is similarity to the circumstances are correlated plus (preoccupation and melancholy), the 
release, or perhaps lack of, dopamine in the brain is related to when and how they work. You can conclude that there is a possibility. 
I'm in love, or on the contrary, mourning the loss of love. In fact, when you first "fall in love" in As mentioned earlier, their 
behaviour can be abnormal. They want to spend every waking moment for the purpose of their affection. They long for their 
existence when they are apart. When he is heartbroken, it is often difficult to get out of bed to deal with it on a daily basis. Life can 
be meaningless, and are arrhythmias (not finding joy in the activities you once enjoyed) are a symptom commonly described by 
people going through a separation or divorce. This contrast is easily explained by addiction, which is another role of dopamine in 
the brain.  
Pheromones can cause our libido by moving the neural pathways that connect the nose to the hypothalamus. The hypothalamus is 
the area of the brain that initiates the release of sex hormones and promotes erotic sensations and sensations. With the existence of 
the (Pincott, 29) pheromone and knowing its purpose, one can conclude with accuracy that one likes a person's "scent."Although 
everybody has a very unique scent, is not always consciously recognized. Of course, as humanity evolved, so did the prayer for the 
cleaning habits. Today, people take regular showers; use scented soaps, and buy perfumes and fragrances. All of this hopes to be 
more appealing to potential peers. But what is interesting about is that a person can be obsessed by these colonies all around the 
nation, but the conceivable companion is not persuaded for that someone's odour, the luck of love is. This means that there is not 
much.   
Interestingly, the human antibodies fiddle the significant function of its role in odour & enchantment. Whenever people think about 
affection, they usually do not understand about antibodies. An antibody protects the body against disease, protects against invaders 
from the outside, heals cuts in the body, and helps maintain homeostasis. However, the does more than these important actions. 
"Researchers say a major source of humans is Pheromones are the major his to compatibility complex (MHC) of the immune 
system. Each time he is persuaded or repelled from someone’s torso smell can greatly be sure of individual protected system.  
Biologically speaking, it is.  
You choose the "best" companion. A very important and unconscious way to ensure that children have the best chance of survival is 
for the MHC to choose a mate completely different from their children.  
"If you have a child [partner] who has an MHC mutation that is very different from yours, the child may inherit more types of MHC 
and a stronger immune system to identify and destroy a wide range of bacteria and viruses." virus Have sex. If your partner has an 
MHC gene that is very similar to you, your children may not be very healthy. (Picotte, 32). Biologically, love seems to depend on 
your CMH. By selecting this variant of the MHC, it was concluded that the offspring are immunologically more advanced than if 
the MHC were similar.   

C. Psych: Affection Like Irrationality   
A physical element for affection has proven to be very important, but forgetting the complete resemblance about how significant 
benevolent knowledge, look at the psychology of love. It must be. Love may seem like it. Very important, but an abstract concept, it 
is It was big enough and concrete enough for psychologists to study it, and eventually some theories about love evolved that way. 
We cannot talk about the psychology of love without talking about Sigmund Freud, one of the ancestors of psychology.  
Freud is considered the father of psychoanalysis. Freud has many theories about almost every that can be considered, from dreams 
and their meanings to love and hysteria. His many contributions to the knowledge of include his work on the development of the 
child's sexual instinct, his explanation of unconscious mental work and the nature of repression, the test and his interpretation of 
dreams. (Drabble and Stringer, 2003). He also has cocaine advocates and has written treatises from a advantages from cocaine use. 
Sigmund speculated as affection and intercourse subsisted almost associated. He also believed that from the tender age of, you often 
go in the wrong direction, but you have these feelings. Freud coined the terms "Odipus complex" and "Electra complex". Freud's 
scientific view held that the boy was physically enthusiastic from his mother &wanting in slaughtering the  dads just too completely 
monopolize the mother. In order not to lose, the young girl wants her father to be with her and wants to get rid of her mother. These 
ideas (Odipus and Elettra respectively) motivate children, and when despised by their parents, they seek affection and admiration for 
others. Though, the impression caused by animosity from Sigmund. Because it is frequently uncomfortable for a child for being a 
physical being & community's belief about incestophile was entirely unusual. From all theories and concepts of Sigmund. "If dad is 
an emotional person, the tendency of women to marry a man like him is Women tend to be friendly and positive about long-term 
relationships ... We may model marriage as a model for moms or unknowingly decide that the father is a good father and should do 
so. The will be comparable to a man like Daddy. “(Pincot, 21).  
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This idea can cause anxiety in about society. Nonetheless, Pincot further more assumes that "the complaints are limited to general 
similarities." (Twenty one). Now, from Freud's point of view, the relationship between a romantic relationship as a child and how 
we choose a partner (whether this belief is true or not is still controversial), this love is It can be thought of as leading to adult 
behaviour. .To dig deep Erin to the concept, they need to build the virtual circumstance considering within Freud's point of view. 
Imagine a couple of who have been together for several years fighting another battle for someone to clean up trash. By chance a pair 
doesn’t learn the transmission appropriately; all this can result in battles that can escalate to include issues unrelated to insults, 
taunts, or debris removal."Freud concludes that when lovers act absurdly, what they actually do is returning to their childhood 
needs, anxieties, and attachments."  
Individual feels culpable for taking irrational actions in a heat of a moment, though Sigmund understood a motivation about the 
litigations. Yet, Sigmund made many people try to refute his theory (in fact, some openly denied his work), but refuted its enormous 
influence in the field of psychology. Couldn't. Another important psychologist involved in love psychology is Abraham Maslow. 
Maslow (19081970) is considered the father of humanistic psychology. The Human Theory is a theory that emphasizes" human 
potential and free will to choose life models that lead to personal growth." Humanistic painting emphasizes the ability of a person to 
achieve. (Varcarolis, 38). In fact, a psychology course cannot be completed without study Maslow's Desire Hierarchy. Self-
realization known for "being all that you can". (Varcarolis, 39).Ultimately, surpassing oneself goes beyond that. Looking at the 
hierarchy, it's not hard to see how important its theory is to the idea of love. Once the physiological need is satisfied, the next step is 
the safety requirements. This includes physical security, but also the stability, structure. This is one of the reasons why lots of pairs 
doesn’t want to fall apart this is generally just for the notion gets into a heart. A woman repeatedly says "I want to leave him, but I 
have to take care of the children"? May be, a girl isn’t well educated or she doesn’t have any work, the girl feels clasped to being in 
a romance because that girl doesn’t have enough resilience & insurance. Security professionals say woman living alone asked friend 
to record messages sent on answering machine, put boys footwear near a gate & dangle men's cloak outside housing.  During this 
present era women are still treated and considered to be helpless beings. With-it, girls were repeatedly asked to say "we" when going 
to parties, just in case potential criminals are confused among those who make a noise. These ideas are certainly intelligent, but they 
only show how vulnerable women are in today's society. Brightly, the safety of being in a relationship can intensify romantic 
feelings. It’s just saves people to be damage & lonely. They publish numerous manuscripts on how to be single, especially during 
the holiday season. The safety of the couple is there, so enthusiasts don't have to worry about how the society sees them. If you 
know that some people are celebrating, you can enjoy your holiday more. In fact, advertising captures that feeling perfectly.).Within 
that ad, one girl was relaxing and playing with a small boy .Partner (probably) came, gifted a box to a girl, box of some kind of 
jewel in her hand. The next scene is when a wife receives a jewel and lovingly stares at her husband. He worships and looks at her.   
Psychologically, this announcement fits perfectly with Maslow's theory of the hierarchy of desire. Girl’s bodily desires were 
satisfied; girl was comfortable & needs for affection & regulation were fulfilled. Wife felt her husband's love, making him feel that 
her husband and children were part of a lineage.   
All mortal beings want to be loved. This is not a completely confusing statement. Everyone wants to be loved except those with 
personality disorders. The feeling you get is indescribable, especially when you know that you are loved.   
As mentioned above, 050% of marriages end in divorce. However, this statistic does not consider marriages together for 
"convenience". Convenience marriages include marriages for financial gain, an exchange of services or, sadly, weddings in which 
people live jointly out because of suspicion and solitude and because of a idea of infinite emptiness being alone is the most painful 
thing one can experience. Usually, a couple that has been together for many years often dies along with another spouse when one of 
their spouses dies. Both partners may be older, but I also feel that I cannot live without love. This is almost fantastic to think about, 
and when a living being is in love with somebody they can’t not think about their lives without them.  William broke the argument 
by jotted down a show of two lovers. These devotees of Romeo and Juliet have certainly been been jointly for extended period, but 
the mutual affection is immeasurable. Through a misunderstanding, Romeo meets (probably) the lifeless body of Juliet and declares 
that he cannot live without her.  
"Fearing, this morning I will always be with you and I will never leave the palette.  
Here, here, I am with the worm like your servant, oh, I establish here my eternal rest  
... Oh a true pharmacist! Your medicine is very fast. Then one kiss will kill me. (152). When I wake up from her Juliet finds Romeo 
dead next to her while she is sleeping.  
She can’t think of living without Romeo, picking up her beloved sword &saying, “Congratulations dagger. This is your blanket. 
Rust and let me die. (15). It is, of course, so. A dramatization of the idea that it isn't. Because you can live without a partner, the 
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shows that this idea of attribution has been around together for many years. There is another aspect of psychology, the point of 
Mauro’s view that love is very important to be included in the hierarchy of desire theory, motivates couples to get together BF 
Skinner (190 1990), Was probably the best known behaviour theorist in operant conditioning theory." active conditioning, in which 
intentional behaviour is learned from results & physiological reactions were evoked by underpinning reasons reactions in happening 
further constantly."  
Operating conditions more closely linked to the concept of bonus / penalty. The rewards of take the form of positive reinforcement 
(like winning in a race and getting prizes) and unfavourable underpinning (like unlocking a rain coat to avoid getting wet in rain) 
Contrary a common assumption, adverse underpinning isn’t penalty. It’s meant to suppress unnecessary stimuli. Opposition to 
improvement is punitive, as the arrest of people after driving was affected. Affection seems as an absolute favourable enhancement. 
Earlier, courtship traditions, of affection, have been run with the same idea as Skinner's active reinforcement. For example, when a 
man falls in love with a woman, he often sends flowers, makes frequent phone calls, writes love letters, and takes the woman to a 
fancy day. In return, the woman admits that she has potentials as a supplier, thus making the girl additionally loving towards a man.   

D. Ideology: A Nature about affection   
With in the article, in every book read and every interview conducted, the concept, "Love is part of the human state," continues to 
emerge. Basically, we are programmed to love, whether biological, psychological, or some other mechanism that we do not fully 
understand."Love is not a choice, contrary to what philosophers, moralists, theorists, relatives, and counsellors have always 
maintained. It is a biological obligation, and man has had it. May rise in the evolution. As he did, it has attested that man has felt the 
love. He endorses them because love is so valuable to survival" A surname isn’t what they understand at present. "...Family is not 
the home of Athens.  
Is the city itself, and every man knows and plays that part... When a rightful heir to of a man is born, his wife relaxed a little, my 
wife was able to divorce and leave in .It was particularly uncomfortable." It could be cases outside of marriage, but they are the best 
known cases in society. It has been and has been accepted. However, there are similarities in one aspect of love. "It is not that 
Athenian women did not negotiate about premarital or extramarital sex, but women who engaged in premarital sex were excluded. 
Considered shocking and immoral" The notion holds right within the present community, where husband problems were widely 
approved not as outrageous as women's. Though, an assumption about today's community clasps is for all people, in every people, 
or so-called" soul mates, "is actually Plato's. Plateau (29-3 7a.E.V.)  
We discussed the idea of separating the soul from the body. "The soul is very different from the body, its function does not depend 
on the existence of the body, and in fact, we have to admit that it is much easier to understand the essence of the simpler form when 
one is not overwhelmed. In addition, "The stereotyped image of our loved one is from Plato, who claimed that there were complete 
universal forms of the and that humans are always looking for copies of these forms. I'm coming.  
“Ackerman, 26). Plato's idea that everyone can benefit from it encouraged people to seek worship and love. As a society we have 
learned since the beginning of, love is real, our soul mate is there and eventually we will find someone who will make us. We will 
be perfect. Plato had the idea of a "soul mate", so the couple were probably together. When the couple got married, believers felt 
they had found their soul mate and solemnly promised God that the marriage would be successful and prosperous. Therefore, we 
have a tendency to be able to conclude that the essence of heart is not exclusively to look out a disciple, but jointly to make love 
“kind”.   
 Finally, as results of every concept have biological and psychological foundations, we've got an inclination to ought to produce a 
philosophical comparison between love and sex. This is {often this can be} often specifically what another fashionable thinker, 
parliamentarian Rowland Smith, can in his book "Breakfast with Socrates".  
“According to biblical tradition, love is typically divided into friendship (Philia) and divine or emotional love (agape), that extra 
complicates the link with love, sex or Eros. To go. This theory is difficult concerning love and sex and has been debated for 
generations. Harlan Ralph Waldo Ellison once complete in that "love is nothing but sexual misconduct. Education". This quote is 
sometimes mocked, but it's some truth thereto. I say love and sex unit of measurement inextricably coupled. However, it shouldn't 
be offered. But this is {often this can be} often another day, a lesson.   

E. Physical, Mental, Ideology 
Once experimenting these 3 subjects about admiration/love, it is troublesome in mentioning that of them is that a greatly significant 
once involves affection, wedding, & achievement from incredibly connection. Physical characteristics, like discharge of different 
chemicals and serotonin in a body are entirely important for plummeting in affection, &waiting smitten.  
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Transformation saying, odour also were extraordinarily vital for discovering a most effective companion, particularly they needs for 
possession kids & provides a most effective probability in endurance.   
Mental characteristics, like Sigmund concepts about method in which a person chooses a companion supported the connection to the 
families, & additionally the degeneration about unreasonable reactions one to affection, was additionally fairly vital. An actual 
evidence about Abraham have each a concepts about “safety and security” & “love and belonging” is the most crucial in the 
hierarchy,  as a result of it permits one to acknowledge that love isn’t simply a random idea, it's necessary permanently 
psychological state. Skinner’s rationalization of the positive reinforcement concerned in conditioning permits America insight in 
however science explains and reinforces love.  
Finally, Plato’s discussion of plan the thought of concept} of a “soul mate” is crucial to today’s idea of affection. We pay a 
substantial quantity of your time finding out our soul mates; a number of America pay our entire lives, simply to feel the sort of 
affection that Plato delineate. Archangel Boylan’s concept love could be a means towards doing ‘good’ is seen everyplace. Someone 
might gift Associate in Nursing limb and skeleton.   
There is a quote of Pascal shows up a highest obtain of hint: "The heart has reasons that reason cannot recognize."  



 


